Objective: This paper describes the retrospective exposure assessment conducted to assess occupational exposures for the Genes and Environmental Exposures in Veterans (GENEVA) study, a casecontrol study investigating the joint contribution of genetics and environmental exposures to the risk of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) among military veterans. Methods: Occupational histories for 1597 study participants collected as part of the GENEVA study were the basis for this retrospective exposure assessment. The data set included 15 528 jobs held from 1924 to 2010, representing 4539 unique industry and occupation (I&O) combinations. Three industrial hygiene experts were recruited to independently rate occupational exposures to specific agents previously associated with an increased risk of ALS. Utilizing information on industry, job title, tasks performed, and materials used for each job held, raters assigned exposures associated with each I&O for the 'current time' defined as the period after 1995 (post-1995). The exposure assessment targeted agents identified as potential occupational risk factors for ALS. Experts rated semi-quantitatively exposure intensity in five exposure categories (0-4) for Group A agents (lead, formaldehyde, hydrocarbon solvents, and chlorinated solvents) and qualitatively as yes/no (1/0) exposed for Group B agents (mercury, selenium, arsenic, polychlorinated biphenyls, electromagnetic field, pesticides, and viral agents). Confidence scores (0-3) were reported for every I&O rated based on raters' experience with that industry and/or job. Each I&O was assigned an average exposure score of the raters and an alternative exposure rating was developed for each I&O by excluding low confidence (<2) scores before averaging. Exposure reconstruction for jobs held pre-1995 was done by comparing exposure data extracted from the OSHA Chemical Exposure and Health Database (CEHD) during pre-1995 and post-1995. For agents with limited exposure data in the CEHD, pre-1995 exposures were determined based on raters' judgment. Exposures and Health, 2017, Vol. 61, No. 3 Results: The proportion of I&O combinations determined to be 'exposed' ranged from 0.1 to 26% across different agents, with the highest values corresponding to hydrocarbon solvents and the lowest to selenium. Industries with the highest proportion of exposed records include manufacturing, utilities, healthcare, and military with non-combat jobs. Analyses for raters' reliability showed the best agreement between the raters when rating exposure to viral agents (kappa = 0.67), hydrocarbon solvents (kappa = 0.53), and lead (kappa = 0.50). The proportion of 'exposed' I&O combinations increased for hydrocarbon solvents, chlorinated solvents, and pesticides when exposure ratings were adjusted by raters' confidence. Compared to post-1995, exposures in the earlier period (pre-1995) were deemed higher or the same for most of the agents and lower for formaldehyde and electromagnetic field exposures. Conclusions: Our results indicate that using raters' confidence assessment in determining exposure scores increases both the proportion of I&O combinations regarded as exposed and the intensity scores, suggesting raters tend to be conservative in their assessment when they lack detailed knowledge of an industry or job.
Introduction
The Genes and Environmental Exposures in Veterans (GENEVA) study, initiated in 2007, aims to evaluate the joint contribution of genetic susceptibility and environmental exposures to the risk of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) among US military veterans (Schmidt et al., 2008) . Research suggests that only a small portion of ALS cases (5-10%) can be explained by genetic susceptibility and that environmental factors may play an important role in the onset of disease (Kunst, 2004; Das et al., 2012; Malek et al., 2014) . A number of occupational risk factors have been associated with an increased risk of ALS including exposure to agriculture chemicals, heavy metals, plastics in manufacturing, infection with HIV and other viruses, and electrical injury. Assessment of exposures for jobs held other than in military combat operations can provide important insights into the occupational factors that may have contributed to the increased rates of ALS observed among veterans (Smith et al., 2000; Haley, 2003; Horner et al., 2003; Weisskopf et al., 2005) . To aid in evaluating non-combat-related risk factors, we conducted a retrospective exposure assessment of all non-combat-related jobs held by the GENEVA cohort. This paper presents the retrospective exposure assessment for jobs held by the GENEVA cohort and evaluates changes in exposures over time. Results of this work will be used to assess personal exposures of cases and controls in GENEVA study and the risk of ALS associated with occupational exposures among veterans.
Methods

Exposure assessment process
GENEVA study design, recruitment strategies, and data collection have been described by Schmidt et al. (2008) . Briefly, the study population consisted of cases (n = 627) who were ALS patients enrolled into the National Registry of Veterans and controls (n = 970) enrolled from the Beneficiary Identification and Records Locator System database maintained by the Veterans Benefit Administration. Lifetime occupational history was obtained through administration of a structured telephone interview for both cases and controls. For assistance with recall, participants were mailed occupational and residential history worksheets and a life timeline for their review prior to the phone interview. Subjects were asked about the jobs held for 6 months or longer from age 15 up to the reference date (the date of ALS diagnosis for cases and the date of interview for controls). For each job held, information obtained included data on the industry, job title, length of employment, tasks performed, and materials used for each task. To aid statistical analysis, every job was coded according to the Census Occupational Classification System, which was consistent with Standard Occupational The final GENEVA data set used for this retrospective exposure assessment consisted of 15 528 jobs reported by the 1597 participants (an average of 9.7 jobs each). Jobs were held from 1924 to 2010 and covered 262 industries and 466 occupations, combined into 4539 unique industry and occupation (I&O) combinations. Exposure assessment was conducted for two time periods: (i) for the 'current' time period that was determined as the period after 1995 and (ii) for 'the earlier' time period covering the pre-1995 era (see exposure reconstruction section).
Exposure assessment for the 'current' time (>1995) was done by utilizing professional judgment of industrial hygienists/exposure assessors to rate historical occupational exposures. Three industrial hygiene (IH) experts, each individually with >20 years of experience conducting workplace hazard assessments, independently conducted exposure ratings. The raters were selected to represent three different geographic areas of the USA (East coast, Midwest, and West coast).
Exposure assessment targeted a number of agents that were identified by searching the literature on potential occupational risk factors for ALS, consisting of pesticides, lead, mercury, selenium, arsenic, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), formaldehyde, electromagnetic fields (EMF), chlorinated solvents, hydrocarbon solvents, and viral agents (Johnson and Atchison, 2009; Weisskopf et al., 2009; Kamel et al., 2012; Capozzella et al., 2014; Huss et al., 2014) . For each agent, we conducted background research to identify jobs and industries associated with its use, exposure levels in the workplace, and occupational standards using a number of web sources such as PUBMED, TOXNET, ILO Encyclopedia, NIOSH Health Hazard Evaluations, and CAREX Canada. OSHA's Chemical Health and Exposure Database (CEHD) was also used to extract quantitative exposure data from the reported IH samples collected in workplace from 1984 to 2010. Because quantitative exposure data were available mostly for lead, formaldehyde, chlorinated solvents, and hydrocarbon solvents, these agents were grouped together (Group A) and exposure intensity for them was assigned semiquantitatively (see exposure categories section). For the rest of agents, PCBs, mercury, selenium, arsenic, pesticides, EMF, and viral agents (or Group B), exposures were assigned qualitatively as '1/0 = yes/no' exposure.
Due to the extensive number of jobs in the data set (15 528), it was deemed infeasible to rate exposures for each job held by each worker. Rather, unique I&O combinations were rated. An initial screening of all jobs and industries was conducted by the research team to determine jobs/industries associated with exposures to these agents based on data from literature review. After initial screening, each rater received 1797 potentially 'exposed' I&O combinations spread out in several batches of 250 records and 2062 potentially 'unexposed' I&O combinations for verification. If a rater disagreed with the 'unexposed' categorization, that specific I&O combination was rated in the same way as the I&O combinations initially determined as 'exposed'. In addition, 680 non-combat military occupations assumed to be comparable to similar non-military jobs were rated. Examples of non-combat military jobs include managers, engineers, photographers, cooks, human resources, dentists, clerks, dispatchers, electricians, laborers, etc. To 'calibrate' the raters, a pilot rating exercise was initially conducted using 120 I&O records. For ~1 month, raters were involved in discussions through email and phone calls to clarify rating instructions and identify the best strategies for exposure ratings using generalized I&O codes. During the pilot phase, raters determined that they wanted to be provided a summary of the detailed information on task and materials compiled from the study questionnaires for each job history record in each unique I&O.
Results of exposure ratings during the pilot stage were compared between the raters, and the reasons for differences were discussed. In addition, similar discussions were conducted through conference calls after each batch of 250 I&O combinations was rated. All ratings and exposure verifications were completed between February and September 2013.
Exposure ratings for post-1995
Raters independently assigned exposure intensity categories to each agent for each I&O combination, and they provided a confidence score for that I&O rating. Exposure intensity categories for Group A agents (lead, formaldehyde, hydrocarbon, and chlorinated solvents) incorporated both exposure intensity and frequency averaged over a typical year [annual average as time weighted average (TWA)] during the period of 1995-2010 (Hewett et al., 2006; Logan et al., 2009) . The intensity/frequency categories were defined in comparison to the permissible exposure limit (PEL) values we provided the raters for each Group A agent as: 0 = background environmental levels; 1 = annual average TWA < 10% PEL (exposure highly controlled with minimal contact); 2 = annual average TWA 10-50% PEL [exposure well controlled with most regular contact at low concentration and rare contact at high (≥ PEL) concentrations]; 3 = annual average TWA 50-100% PEL [exposure controlled with most regular contact at low concentration and infrequent contact at high (≥ PEL) concentrations]; 4 = annual average TWA > 100% PEL (exposure poorly controlled, often has contact at high or very high concentrations).
Based on experience or literature data, exposure intensity for Group B agents (PCBs, mercury, selenium, arsenic, pesticides, EMF, and viral agents) was assigned a simple '0/1' rating, where 1 = 'exposed' if exposure was assessed to be at levels higher than background.
For every I&O rated, raters reported confidence scores, defined based on their experience with that industry or job. Confidence scores were determined as follows (Stewart and Stewart, 1994) : 0 = no confidence defined as no knowledge to base rating on; 1 = low confidence defined as no experience, judgment based on literature, or assumed similarity with other jobs or industries; 2 = moderate confidence defined as experience with similar job in similar industry; 3 = high confidence defined as direct experience with that I&O combination.
Exposure reconstruction for pre-1995
To reconstruct exposures for pre-1995 for Group A agents, we generated a scaling factor by comparing pre-1995 and post-1995 exposures utilizing industrylevel exposure data reported in the OSHA CEHD. This is a database of IH samples collected by OSHA's compliance officers during workplace monitoring of exposures to chemical hazards. The database includes exposure data from personal, area, and bulk samples for a wide range of occupational chemical hazards. Sampling results have been recorded by the Salt Lake Technical Center information system from 1984 forward and the database became publicly available in 2010. We extracted exposure data from the OSHA CEHD website (OSHA) for two time periods 1984-1994 and 1995-2010 . The cut point year of 1995 was selected as an approximate mid-point of the range of years covered by CEHD and as the most relevant year within that range representing workplace exposure changes due to the Hazard Communication rule issued in 1994. Only personal and area samples with sampling duration of >120 min in the OSHA CEHD were considered for the analysis. The non-detects for all compounds were replaced with the limits of detection of the analytical method divided by two and the corresponding air sample volume.
Industry-level exposure data collected from IH samples from pre-1995 were compared with data collected from post-1995 period. Initially, a cross-walk between the industry codes in GENEVA database (Census 2000) and the 1987 SIC codes used in the OSHA CEHD was developed. Matching was done using twodigit industry codes, with exception of industries with an extensive number of IH samples, such as the manufacturing and services industries, which were matched at the three-digit code level. This resulted in a total of 33 industry group categories with CEHD exposure data extracted for both time periods (see Supplementary  Table S1 , available at Annals of Work Exposures and Health online). Each exposure measurement extracted from the CEHD data set was compared to the PEL value used by the raters to rate each Group A agent, and the % PEL was calculated as a scaled indicator of the exposure level for that I&O. Then, the median % PEL was determined for pre-1995 and post-1995 measurements for every agent and industry group. For the hydrocarbon and chlorinated solvents, the median % PEL was determined for all chemicals representing the group. Because both groups of solvents include a wide range of chemicals, only a subset of them that appeared more frequently in the CEHD data set were selected (see Supplementary Table S2 , available at Annals of Work Exposures and Health online). Using the median % PEL, the exposure intensity category of 0-4 was determined for each industry group as previously defined (<10%, 10-50% PEL, 50-100% PEL, and >100% PEL).
The increase or decrease in the exposure intensity category for pre-1995 relative to post-1995 CEHD data was determined and used to estimate the pre-1995 exposure category by modifying the post-1995 exposure rating category determined by the raters scoring. For example, a + 1 factor for formaldehyde exposures in a certain industry group based on the CEHD data indicates that exposures pre-1995 were higher by one exposure category compared to post-1995 for that industry group. In this case, the rater exposure intensity categories assigned to each I&O record within that industry group for post-1995 was assigned a one-category higher exposure intensity for pre-1995.
To adjust exposures for Group B agents for pre-1995, raters were asked to identify agents for which the usage patterns differed greatly between the pre-1995 and post-1995 time periods. For most of the Group B agents, raters agreed that the same usage patterns (1/0 = yes/no) existed both pre-1995 and post-1995. However, for EMF, it was decided that due to widespread changes in the use of electronics some I&O combinations rated as exposed for post-1995 might be unexposed during the pre-1995 time period. In addition, the potential for exposure to PCBs for selected industries such as electrical utilities and the manufacturing of electrical and electronic equipment was believed to be higher in the past due to the phase out of PCBs from many products. Thus, raters rerated exposures to EMF and PCBs for pre-1995 for all I&O combinations originally rated as exposed to EMF and as unexposed to PCBs in the current time period. Ratings for all other Group B agents remained the same for both time periods.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Carry, NC, USA). Exposure summary metrics were calculated for each I&O combination and agent as (i) the average intensity score for all raters and (ii) the confidence-modified intensity score, where only scores with confidence of ≥2 were averaged when available (if not available, the intensity score remained the same). Average scores were rounded to the nearest integer. Raters' agreement was determined based on the overall proportion of agreement between the raters' exposure scores and the kappa statistic. For Group A agents (exposure intensity scores 0-4), the weighted kappa statistic was calculated for each pair of raters, then averaged for all three pair combinations. For Group B agents (exposure yes/no), unweighted kappas were calculated and also averaged over the three rater pairs.
Results
Exposure prevalence
An I&O combination was considered to involve exposure (be an 'exposed I&O') if the rounded average exposure intensity score by the raters was at least 1 (Group A) or if the rounded average exposure likelihood was 1 (Group B). The proportion of exposed I&O combinations varied by agent, ranging from 4.6 to 26.3% for Group A agents and from 0.1 to 5.9% for Group B agents (Table 1 ). The highest proportion of exposed I&O combinations was for hydrocarbon solvents (26.3%), while the lowest was for selenium (0.1%). Examination of the results for each individual rater revealed that, overall, rater # 1 assigned the highest number of exposed I&O combinations compared to the other two raters (Table 1) .
Among the most predominant industries reported by the study participants was manufacturing (28.3% of total I&O combinations) and non-combat military (21.2% of total I&O combinations), the latter comprising non-combat jobs that participants held during their military service. When sorted by occupation, the frequency of I&O combinations was highest for management (12.7%), administrative (14.2%), production (13.4%), and transportation jobs (9.7%). The prevalence of exposed I&O combinations varied across different industries (see Supplementary Table S3 a An I&O was considered to involve exposure (be 'exposed') if the rounded average exposure intensity score by the raters was ≥1 (Group A) or the rounded average exposure likelihood was = 1 (Group B). Percent was based on 4539 I&O combinations. b % exposed based on each individual raters' intensity score of >0 or exposure likelihood = 1. Percent is based on 4539 I&O combinations.
Group A agents, manufacturing, retail, transportation, and non-combat military were among the industries with the highest number of exposed I&O combinations. For Group B agents, the proportion of exposed I&O combinations was highest in manufacturing (for pesticides and EMF); healthcare (for viral agents and pesticides), and non-combat military (for EMF, pesticides, and viral agents). The smallest percentage of exposed I&O combinations corresponded to the finance, real estate, and management.
Exposure intensity scores for Group A agents.
Across Group A agents, the raters rated exposure intensity as zero for 73.7-98.3% of all I&O combinations. Out of five exposure intensity categories (0-4), none of the I&O combinations were rated as category 4 (annual average TWA > 100% PEL). The most predominant intensity score assigned by the raters was '1' (annual average TWA < 10% PEL). The average intensity scores for all 'exposed' I&O combinations within each industry remained ~1 (Table 2) . Even the manufacturing and non-combat military industry groups, which had the highest number of exposed I&O combinations, had an average intensity score ~1. The highest average score was for formaldehyde exposures in art, entertainment, and recreation and other services (average 1.7), although that was based on only a small number of records. Only management had no exposed I&O combinations across all Group A agents (Table 2) .
Raters' reliability
The proportion of I&O combinations given the same intensity scores by all three raters for all agents (70.5-98.4%) indicates very good overall agreement between the raters (Table 3) . However, kappa analyses indicated less agreement between the raters compared to overall agreement. The magnitude of agreement assessed using kappa varied by agent with the highest for viral agents Table 2 . Average exposure intensity scores for 'exposed' I&O combinations by industry group. (weighted κ = 0.67) and hydrocarbon solvents (weighted κ = 0.53) and the weakest (unweighted κ = 0.04) for selenium.
Industry categories
Confidence-modified exposure scores
Raters' confidence ranged from 0 to 3 based on their experience working with specific industries and occupations (Table 4) . Rater 1 reported a relatively higher degree of confidence compared to the other raters. This rater had 38 years' experience working as occupational safety and health compliance officer, manager, and private IH consultant, with 10% direct experience with I&O combinations compared to other raters who had <1% direct experience (Table 4) . Raters 2 and 3, although certified industrial hygienists with many years of consulting, government and/or academic experience, reported no experience with >50% of the I&O combinations rated. We recalculated exposure intensity and likelihoods including only those exposure ratings that corresponded to rater confidence scores ≥2 where available, and leaving the original score when all confidence scores were <2 (Table 5 ). The resulting percentage of I&O combinations categorized as 'exposed' increased for each agent when this confidence criterion was applied. In particular, there was an increase in the proportion of I&O combinations that switched from unexposed to exposed for formaldehyde (2.4%), hydrocarbon solvents (5.7%), chlorinated solvents (8.9%), and pesticides (3.9%).
Historical reconstruction of exposures for pre-1995
Historical reconstruction of exposures to Group A agents for pre-1995 was done by adjusting the expert rated I&O exposure intensity category with an exposure change factor obtained from examination of the OSHA CEHD pre-1995 and post-1995 data by industry group (see Supplementary Table S4a- 
d, available at Annals of Work Exposures and Health online).
Most of the exposure changes from the OSHA CEHD data indicate lead, formaldehyde, and chlorinated solvents had higher exposures during pre-1995. No change for any industry group was observed for hydrocarbon solvents pre-1995 and post-1995. Utilizing the exposure change factors from the OSHA CEHD data, pre-1995 exposures for lead were one exposure category higher than post-1995 for manufacturing of food, rubber and textile mill products, electronic and transportation equipment, printing and petroleum industries, transportation, and wholesale. Similarly, exposures to chlorinated solvents for pre-1995 were one-category higher than post-1995 for manufacturing of apparel and other finished products, fabricated products, and miscellaneous services. Industries with one-category higher exposure intensity for formaldehyde during pre-1995 compared to post-1995 included manufacturing of food, stone, clay, glass and rubber products, transportation equipment, and public administration. On the other hand, formaldehyde exposures pre-1995 were one-category lower for manufacturing of leather and leather products, wholesale, and agriculture. Exposures to most Group B agents were deemed the same for both time periods, with the exception of PCB and EMF exposures. Based on the raters' reassessment of 333 I&O combinations rated as unexposed to PCBs for post-1995, ~2.4% were rerated as exposed for pre-1995. On the other hand, among the 268 I&O combinations initially rated as exposed to EMF for post-1995, ~19% were rerated as unexposed for pre-1995.
Discussion
The overarching objective of this work was to retrospectively estimate exposures to 11 agents per group for the GENEVA study participants. Using expert judgment to assess exposures in population-based case-control studies is a common practice. A number of studies have discussed the issues related to retrospective exposure assessment in population-based studies (Benke et al., 1997; Siemiatycki et al., 1997; Teschke et al., 2002) . Although alternative approaches that use Bayesian methods combining expert assessment and measurement data (Ramachandran and Vincent, 1999; Friesen et al., 2011) or physical deterministic and empirical models with expert input (Fritschi et al., 2009; Sottas et al., 2009; Pronk et al., 2012; Wheeler et al., 2013) have been suggested, the information available in this data set did not permit the use of these methods.
Due to the large number of work history records in the GENEVA data set, it was considered impractical to rate each individual job record. Instead, exposures for every unique I&O combination were rated. In addition to the I&O codes, the IH experts utilized text fields containing all the information recorded in the work histories about the tasks and materials for each unique I&O. To minimize exposure misclassification associated with the expert based assessment, we used three expert raters instead of the one or two commonly used. Studies have shown that the validity of the exposure assessment is improved when the average of several raters is used (de Cock et al., 1996; Semple et al., 2001; Friesen et al., 2011) . To further improve the accuracy and reproducibility of the assessments we provided background a The confidence-modified exposure intensity score was calculated as the average of raters' scores with confidence of ≥2. If no rates had confidence of ≥2, then the initial average exposure intensity score was maintained for the I&O.
information on occupational exposures for each target agent to the raters prior to conducting exposure ratings, conducted a pilot rating to allow raters to discuss and agree on similar approaches (Stewart and Stewart, 1994; Logan et al., 2009) , and initiated phone calls to discuss any rater questions or uncertainties after the rating of each batch of ~250 I&O combinations. Additionally, we conducted initial sorting of likely exposed and unexposed I&O records, which helped the raters to spend more time reviewing the potentially exposed compared to the unexposed I&O combinations. Fritschi et al. (2009) emphasized that due to the low prevalence of exposure in population-based case-control studies, focusing more on potentially exposed jobs can be cost efficient and reduce the potential for exposure misclassification.
Despite these measures, a number of factors in our study could have contributed to exposure misclassification. Exposure ratings were based on the assumption of similar exposures across all jobs within one unique I&O combination. The number of similar job titles within each combination varied from 1 to 175, and the types of tasks reported varied across these 'similar' jobs. Although the information on tasks performed was very helpful for the exposure ratings, raters recognized that there was often variability in the potential exposures of the different tasks that were reported for that I&O. In addition, the ratings were based on the assumption of a constant average annual exposure category for every year of the post-1995 period, since it was not possible to rate exposures for each year.
As in other studies, we found that most I&O combinations were not associated with exposure to the target agents (considered 'unexposed' I&O combinations). The proportion of 'exposed' I&O combinations was much higher for Group A agents (1.7-26.3%) than for Group B agents (0.1-5.9%). These findings compare well with a study of prenatal maternal occupational exposures to solvents, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and heavy metals, where only 0.1-9.8% of the jobs rated were considered exposed (Rocheleau et al., 2011) . Peters et al. (2014) reported highly varying exposure prevalence (1.6-19.9%) across a variety of different agents in case by case assessment of parental occupational exposures and childhood leukemia. Compared to this study, a higher proportion of exposed jobs (19.7-24.7%) were reported in a US population-based case-control study by Pronk et al. (2012) .
The exposure intensity reported in our study for Group A agents was generally quite low (<10% PEL), which was not surprising since the scoring was designed to reflect the annual average exposure level of an I&O combination. Few have reported retrospective exposure intensity scores. A study by Mannetje et al. (2003) that focused on assessing exposure to 70 agents for 19 jobs reported that the highest % of exposed jobs was in the low exposure intensity category (3.1-11.8%) compared to jobs in the medium (1.8-5.9%) and the high exposure intensity categories (0.4-1.5%). Pronk et al. (2012) defined exposure intensity categories based on the levels of respirable elemental carbon (as: 1 for >0 to <5; 2 for 5 to <20; 3 for >20 µg m −3 ), while rating diesel exhaust exposures for 14 961 jobs. The authors report a higher percentage of exposed jobs in the low exposure category (at 17.9%) compared to the medium & high categories (at 4.2 and 2.42%, respectively). Similarly, we found a higher percentage of I&O combinations in the low (score = 1) exposure category (range 3.8-27.9% of I&O combinations) compared to higher (score = 2 and 3) exposure categories (range 0.18-2.31% and 0-0.35%, respectively). Given the low prevalence of exposed jobs, as is typical for case-control studies, it could be asked whether this extensive exposure assessment was necessary. The literature shows that for dichotomous exposures (0/1) in low exposure prevalence studies, that non-differential misclassification is most likely to attenuate effect estimates toward the null (Dosemeci and Stewart, 1996; Teschke et al., 2002) . The impact of misclassification among 'exposed' categories is less clear, although there is some evidence that all directions of misclassification can impact relative risk estimates in case-control studies (Dosemeci and Stewart, 1996) .
Although the use of confidence scores by raters has been recommended for some time (Stewart and Stewart, 1994) , little has been reported in the literature about the impact of rater confidence on exposure scoring. A number of studies have reported raters' confidence when scoring intensity, probability, and frequency, as well as their agreement on confidence scores. Pronk et al. (2012) found poor agreement between the raters' confidence scores assigned specifically for each probability, intensity, and frequency rating (weighted kappa = 0.35-0.56). The highest confidence for intensity ratings was assigned when exposure data for that scenario were reported in the literature. Mannetje et al. (2003) reported that the confidence was higher for agents with high and low agreement, concluding that confidence is not a good predictor for the reliability analysis. In our study, confidence was defined based on raters experience with a certain industry or job. Rater 1 reported more experience with a higher percentage of I&O combinations compared to other raters and also assigned an 'exposed' rating to more records compared to other raters. To give more weight to ratings associated with higher confidence, we applied a 'confidence rule', which was based on averaging only exposure intensity scores associated with confidence scores of ≥2. As a result, we found an increase on the number of I&O combinations determined to be exposed for both group A and B agents, compared to the initial strategy of averaging the scores for the three raters independent of their confidence rating. The most noticeable increase was observed for chlorinated solvents, where a 2-fold increase of exposed I&O combinations (from 3.9 to 8.9%) was observed when the confidence rule was applied. This suggests that raters without knowledge of an I&O assume no exposure is present and only rate I&O combinations as exposed when they have some experience with the industry or job. In population-based studies with low exposure prevalence misclassification of records with little or no information on exposure as 'unexposed' has been shown to attenuate risk estimates (Dosemeci and Stewart, 1996; Kromhout and Vermeulen, 2001) .
The overall proportion of agreement between the raters was very high, mostly due to the high percentage of I&O combinations in the unexposed category. However, the kappa statistics for Group A (weighted kappa) and Group B (unweighted kappa) indicated less agreement between ratings compared to the overall proportion of agreement. This is due to the fact that kappa values, calculated as the measure of agreement beyond that expected by chance, do not indicate if the disagreement is due to chance or due to other systemic differences such as a true disproportionate frequency of unexposed I&O combinations (Sim and Wright, 2005) . Limiting the kappa calculation to exposed records would have produced unstable results due to the very small number of records. The highest kappa was observed for viral agents, for which raters agreed that exposure assessment was relatively straightforward. The lowest agreement was for selenium, for which raters reported no prior experience or knowledge of workplace exposures.
There is substantial evidence that worker exposures in North America and Europe have declined over time (Kromhout and Vermeulen, 2000; Creely et al., 2007; de Vocht et al., 2008; Lavoue et al., 2008) . However, within a case-control study using expert raters it is difficult to evaluate changes in exposure over time. The use of the OSHA CEHD data provided a means to estimate historical exposure trends, yet this approach was associated with a number of limitations (Lavoue et al., 2013) . Because OSHA compliance sampling targets high exposure jobs within an industry, rather than providing a representative random sample from the industry, it cannot be used to estimate the average exposures directly.
In addition, the CEHD database does not include information on occupations within the industry, so it does not allow a nuanced evaluation of exposures within the industry. Categorization of exposures pre-1995 and post-1995 from the OSHA CEHD data was based on number of assumptions including the assumption of similar exposures for each subgroup industry within the two-digit code. Industry matching at the subgroup level was not possible due to (i) missing CEHD data for both time periods for the majority of industry subgroups and (ii) challenges associating with matching of SIC 1987 codes with Census 2000 industry codes.
Because the CEHD covers only post-1984 data our comparisons of 'current' versus 'earlier' exposures were limited to that time period. Thus, every work history in the GENEVA data set that corresponds to the pre-1995 era will be assigned the same exposure score independent of the year, a limitation that could potentially contribute to exposure misclassification. In this study, we did find that a number of industries had higher exposures in the pre-1995 period. Occupational exposures may have declined over time in specific industries due to the introduction of a number of OSHA and other regulations aimed in reducing occupational and environmental risks. The most relevant example is the decline in occupational lead exposures after the phase-out of leaded gasoline in 1973 and the ban of the lead-based paint in 1978. A number of studies have reported declines on lead exposures based on data from blood and air monitoring. Koh et al. (2015) found 2-11% decrease in exposure per year from blood measurements, while Okun et al. (2004) reports a 10-fold decrease in lead exposures from 1978 to 1997. Our study results indicate that exposures to lead after 1995 declined by one exposure category for a number of industry groups including petroleum industries, transportation, and wholesale.
We did not observe any change in hydrocarbon solvents exposures for pre-post-1995. Interestingly, all of the CEHD samples for hydrocarbon solvents when compared to the median PEL resulted in an exposure intensity category of '1' for both time periods. The main trends for most of the agents indicate decreasing exposure after 1995. Similar trends have been reported from other studies that have used the OSHA IMIS (Integrated Management Information System) database to determine historical exposure changes. Utilizing this database, Lavoue et al. (2008) found an 18% yearly decrease in formaldehyde exposures across different industries when comparing earlier time periods (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) and a slower decrease for the most current time periods (5% per year). Similarly, we found that formaldehyde exposures decreased for a number of industry groups including manufacturing and services. However, our data show an increase on formaldehyde exposures during post-1995 in agriculture, manufacturing of leather products, and wholesale compared to pre-1995. This increase in several subgroup industries could be explained by the increase in demand for decontamination and disinfection.
Overall, we demonstrate how using a scaling factor developed from historical CEHD data can be applied to rater based annual average exposure category assignments to develop historical assignments of annual average exposure category estimates for each I&O combination. This approach utilizes the CEHD data for historical trend estimates but does not use the point estimates from this data, which are compliance data collected in worst case scenarios. Instead, the CEHD trend estimates are applied to the annual average TWA category estimates developed by the expert raters to better represent the average exposures of most workers in an I&O.
Conclusion
Our results indicate that using raters' confidence assessment in determining exposure scores increases both the proportion of I&O combinations regarded as exposed and the intensity scores, suggesting raters tend to be conservative in their assessment when they lack detailed knowledge of an industry or job. A sensitivity analysis of the impact of excluding low confidence scores will be investigated during the exposure-response analysis. I&O exposure category assignments resulting from this work were blind to the health outcomes of the study participants. In the epidemiologic analysis to assess the ALS risk from workplace exposures, personal exposures for cases and controls will be determined based on these I&O combinations ratings combined with each individual's job history and duration.
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